Name : Eleni Gkantsidou
At 4th, 5th and 6th of September I visited Adelgarden Integrerede Institution here
some information, questions and important impressions that came up during my
visit at the kindergarten.
Description of the Institution:
The school was the center of Copenhagen. Every day a bus was taking the children
from the kindergarten and took them to a farm outside Copenhagen. The
kindergarten yard was big with grass, trees, sand pit, swings and a place that could
light a fire and cut wood. Some days they’re going excursions into the forest to
explore. There they have a shelter that they made themselves.
Most important impressions:
This kindergarten was very different from the ones I've visited. Throughout the day
the children are playing in the yard. Also they are free to cut wood themselves
knowing that the tool that they are holding is not a toy. Although the kids are free all
day but they have some rules which must be respected. For example when they go
out in the forest they’re not getting away from teachers. If they don’t see someone
stop and wait for the rest. Children know that once they get in to the kindergarten
should put their food in the refrigerator. Thereafter they are free to do whatever
they want.
Relationship between children and grown up’s:
Teachers they’re not always near to children they are just watching the kids from
distance. I didn’t hear any child or teacher shout or arguing. This is an important part
of the relationship between the children and the teachers because children trust
them more. They learn to solve their disagreements with other children through
discussion and not screaming and crying. The children say their teachers by their first
name.
New questions I had:
How do the children know that they can’t pass their yard and go to the yard next to
them. Teachers told me that the oldest kids learn the rules to the youngest and they
know what is allowed to do and not.

